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ABSTRACT 

Regulations governing the weights and dimen
sions of truck combinations can be looked upon 
as constraining many of the physical properties 
which detennme the d}"IlamiC performance of 
these vehicles. In this paper, a number of general
ized axioms are formulated for relating the com
monly regulated physical constraints to the 
stability and control behaviour of vehicles. The 
axioms are presented covering the keywetght and 
dimensional parameters in the following 
categories: 

• Vehicle configuration (including number of 
vehicle units, types of units, nature of 
articulation couplings and steerable axles, 
number of distribution of axles) 

• Length constraints (including tractor and 
trailer wheelbases. overall length. trailer bed 
length. overhang to pintle location, bed 
overhang, dolly drawbar length, tandem axle 
spacing} 

• Width constraints (including width ofload bed. 
width across tires, lateral spacing between 
suspension springs) 

• Height constraints (including overall height. 
height to the center of tank vessels, floor 
height) 

• Weight constraints (including gross vehicle 
weight. axle load. load distribution among 
axles on power units and trailers. loading as 
derived to satisfy bridge formulae) 

o Operational considerations (by which length 
and width dimensions, together with loading 
allowances. act to determine the height of the 
payload center of gravity) 

The generalized statements which are offered as 
"axioms", are expressed in terms of the stability 
and control characteristics which can be expected 
to follow from a certain change in each dimen
s!onal. loading. or configurational constraint. For 
example. it is possible to show that a 200/0 increase 
in tractor wheelbase will typically result in: 

a) a modest degradation in the low speed 
offtracking of a vehicle combination 

b) a modest improvement in the yaw stability. 
and assumed steering controllability. during 
severe cornering 

cl a modest improvement in the vehicle's 
stability during braking such that the 
potential for avoiding jackknife 1s increased 

The elements of each statement are supported by 
means of reference to prior publications or with 
direct presentation of data or simplified analyses 
which illustrate examples of the stated general 
influence. The illustrations are drawn either from 
the recently-produced results of the RrAC-spon
sored work or from prior research conducted by 
UMTRI and others. Moreover. the organized state
ment of axioms Is seen as an orderly reference for 
use by a jurisdiction which Is considering the 
safety implications of changes in truck size and 
weight allowance. 

INTRODUCTION 

Regulations governing the weights and dimen
stons of truck combinations are subject to review 
and revision as the trucking industry strives to 
increase productMty. achieve unifOrmity across 
jurisdictional boundaries. and incorporate advan
ces in technology. With each new prospective 
change in such regulations. the policymaking and 
regulatory authorities must take up the task of 
evaluating the proposal on behalf of the public 
good. The basic proposition behind such evalua-
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tions is that all truck combinations are not neces
sart1y equivalent in terms of safety qualities and 
the potential for abuse to the infrastructure. Thus, 
there is a legitimate basis for concern that changes 
in truck weights and d1mep.:Sions not impose nega
tive consequences upon eIther the public right-of
way or the motoring public. themselves. 
Conversely. if proper constraints are placed upon 
allowable truck configurations and load limits, it 
is reasonable to expect that the public good may 
be served by advances in trucking through the 
allowance of more productive truck combinations. 

This paper attempts to address certain aspects of 
vehicle controllability and maneuverability which 
are controlled to a large degree by the types of 
constraints which exist in size and weight regula
tions. In this context. "controllability" pertains 
here to the properties of the vehicle that influence 
the motion response of trailers and, in particular, 
to their ability to controllably fonow the motion 
inputs at the tractor. Correspondingly, 
"maneuverability" pertains to the properties in
fluencing the roadway space needed for vehicle 
operation. beyond the nominal width of the 
vehicle. Both of these areas of vehicle performance 
are seen as having potential relevance to public 
safety. The space requirements issue is also 
relevant to the maintenance of the roadSide as 
influenced by the intrusion of truck paths beyond 
the lane edges. 

Various studies of the dynamIc and static be
haviour of heavy-duty vehicles have provided the 
technical basis for stating certain general relation
ships by which vehicle configuration variables 
influence the motion responses oftrailers. It is the 
purpose of this paper to identify those Variables 
and to state those general relationships. Recogniz
ing that truck combinations are complex systems, 
the reader should be advised that unusual 
vehicles might be developed for which the general
ized relationships expressed here do not hold. 
Nevertheless. it has been the goal here to make 
only the most generally applicable statements as 
an aid to poUcymaking considerations. 

The influence of weight and dimension variables 
on vehicle performance will be addressed here by 
means of three general categories of vehicle 
maneuvers. N ame!y. vehicle behaviour will be dis
cussed in reference to (al response to rapid steer
ing, (b) tracking through low-speed turns. and (c) 
tracking through high-speed turns. In each 
maneuvertng category. the various control issues 
will be examined in terms of the respective sen
sitivities to weight and dimension para.meters. 
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RESPONSE TO RAPID STEERING 

A principal issue posed by the responses of trailers 
in a rapid steering maneuver involves the so-called 
"rearward amplification" phenomenon.(l,2.3) The 
motion variable upon which the rearward 
amplification measure is based is the lateral ac
celeration response. As shown in Figure 1, a left
then-right steering input produces a similar 
harmonic-looking lateral acceleration response 
from each of the elements of a multi-Unit truck 
combination. The rearward amplification measure 
is obtained by comparing the magnitude of the 
lateral acceleration response of the tractor with 
that of the rearmost trailer. The measure :is defmed 
as the ratio of the peak value oflateral acceleration 
at the rear trailer to the peak value of lateral 
acceleration occurring at the tractor. This ratio 
deSCribes the vehicle's ability to amplifY. at the last 
trailer. the severity of the maneuver which was 
initiated at the tractor. An amplified level oflateral 
acceleration is of concern insofar as it portends an 
increased likelihood of rolling over this reannost 
trailer ~ a phenomenon which has been docu
mented in various studies of the rollover accidents 
ofmulU-artlculated combinations. (2.4,5) 

THE 1ST ORDER SENSITIVITIES OF 
REARWARD AMPLIFICATION 

Research on the subject of rearward amplification 
has revealed that this response phenomenon is 
strongly influenced by a number of the parameters 
which are subject to control through weights and 
dimension regulations. Each of the primary in
fluences will be discussed. in turn. 

N'UMBER OF SEMITRAILING ELEMENTS 

Among types of truck combinations in common 
service in North America. the follOwing configura
tions predominate: 

• straight truck 

• truck, full-trailer 

181 

• 

tractor. sem1trailer 

tractor, semitrailer. full-trailer 
(conventional. or "A-train" doubles) 

tractor. semitrailer, sem1trailer 
("B-train" doubles. primarily in Canada) 



s tractor, semitrailer, full-trailer, fullgtrailer 
("A-train" triples) 

These respective types of truck combinations 
cover the range from zero to five trailing elements 
(i.e., counting both dollies and semitratlers) in 
combination. The number of trailing units, per se, 
influences the rearward amplification by means of 
a process in which the motion disturbance is 
amplified by each trailer as it 1s propagated toward 
the rear of the vehicle combination. 

Portion of vehicle unit 
Am.pUfication 

factor 
.~------------------------

From the tractor c.g. to 1st trailer c.g. 1.148 
From 1st trailer c.g. to 1st pintle hook 1.382 
From 1st pintle hook to 2nd trailer c.g. 1.256 
From 2nd trailer c.g. to 2nd pintle hitch 1.402 
From 2nd pintlehitch to 3rrl trailer c.g. 1.256 

The disturbance tending to roll over the last trailer 
has been characterized in prior research (3) ac
cording to a series of these amplillcation factors. 
The product of the factors defines the rearward 
amplification response for an overall vehicle com
bination. An example analysis (6) of a triples com
bination of 27-ft A-train trailers (having bias-ply 
tires) produced the following multiplying factors 
for each of the respective units: 

The product of the above factors, yielding a value 
of3.50. represents the net rearward amplification 
of lateral acceleration at the last trailer of the 

.. 
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AMPLIFICATION 
RATIO" B/A 

Lateral acceleration responses in an obstacle 
avoidance num.euver deflnmg the 

amplification ratio 

FIGURE 1 

example triples combination. Notice. however, 
that when the rear trailer is eliminated. the last 
two factors are dropped from the 11st such that the 
product of the remaining factors yields a net 
amplification value of 2.00. An illustration of the 
sequential buildup of rearward amplification with 
additional 27-ft. single-axle, trailers is shown in 
Figure 2 . The data reveal that the rearward 
ampltftcation level, A. increases exponentiallywith 
increasing number of trailers, n, of this particular 
layout according to the approximate relationship, 

A :;;; 2.00 + (1.76}n for n > 2 

The clear generalization illustrated by this ex
ample and supported by basiC analysis is as fol
lows: 

The addition oJ more trailers oj the same 
configuration to a vehicle combination will 
result in an exponenttal increase in the 
rearward ampltfication response Dj the vehicle 
combination. 

The only context in which this general statement 
would be nullified would be for some hypothetical 
vehicle in which the respective trailing elements 
introduce amplification factors which are less 
than a value of 1.0. No such trailing elements have 
been identified in nonnal trucking practice. 

1 2 3 4-
NO. OF 27 FT. TRAILERS 

The iDtluence of number of 27 ft, trallers on 

the rearward amplification of A-train 
combinations 

FIGURE 2 
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A corollary of the above axiom applies to the 
elimination of converter dollies ttoma multltrailer 
combination, thus constituting a B~train com
bination in place of the more conventionalA-tratn. 
The elimination of a converter dolly, of course, 
serves to reduce the total number oftraillng ele
ments and to reduce the number of degrees of 
freedom for the overall system. For the case of a 
doubles combination having two 27 -it trailers. for 
example. the A-train configuration has been 
shown to exhIbits. 65% greater level of rearward 
amplification than the B-train verston.(6) 
Moreover. the coronary to an "axiom" on the in
fluence of number of trailing units would state 
that: 

Elimination of converter dollies (or fixed 
turntable dollies) from a vehicle combination. 
thereby constituting a HB-tratn." will 
categorically reduce rearward ampltftcatlan. 
relative to the original A-train configuratton. 

An additional beneficial result of the B-train ar
rangement, per se, rests in the fact that trailers 
are all coupled by means of fifth wheels. Thus, 
each indMdual unit is constrained from rolling 
relative to the adjacent unit(s} by means of the ron 
stiffness of the fifth wheel couplings. During a 
rapid steering maneuver, the lateral acceleration 
responses tending to roll over each of the sub
sequent trailers are significantly out of phase with 
one another.(lO) Thus. when one trailer is ex
periencing a peak lateral acceleration level tending 
to produce roUover of the trailer, the adjacent 
untt(s) are experiencing a less-than-peak condi
tion such that they can contribute a stabilizing roll 
moment to prevent roUover. In general, this fea
ture is so powerful in arresting the roUover im
petus resulting from rearward amplification that 
B-trains offer the potential for dynamic roll 
stability levels equal to or better than those trec
tor-sem1trailer combinations. 

Shown in Figure 3 is a rank order of a large 
number of vehicle configurations which were 
analyzed in reference (11) in terms of their 
proximity to rollover in response to a rapid 
obstacle-avoidance maneuver. The data represent 
the Load Transfer Ratio (LTR) measure which 
describes the peak. ratio of the difference in total 
left and right wheel loads to the total load on each 
independently rolling unit of the overall vehicle 
combination (deleting the load carried on the 
steertng axle of the tractor, however. since this 
axle is typically so softly suspended that it does 
not significantly influence the roll stab1l1ty out
come of the tractor/front semitrailer unit). When 
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the LTR measure has peaked at a value of 0.50, 
for example, the difference between left and right 
wheel loads is equal to half of the ''total'' weight of 
the independently rolling unit. A value of 1.0, of 
course. indicates complete liftoff of an wheels on 
the unit (except the tractor steermgaxle) at some 
time in the maneuver. For vehicles that do suffer 
the "complete" load transfer :response at some 
unit. another measure termed "rollover margin" 
(RM) is used to show how close the unit came .to 

bnk order of LTR. KM and Period for 
referenced. vehicles 

Coni p!cture TT LTR RM Period 

2.5 ~ C 0.285 100 3 

4.1 ~ C 0 .294 100 :5 

4.2 ~~ C 0.332 100 :5 

Ll ~ B 0.384 100 :5 

2.2 ~J C 0387 100 :3 

3.S ~:=~ B 0.401 100 :5 

1.2 ~ B 0.408 100 ;$ 

2.4 ~ A 0.408 100 :3 

2.1 ~ C 0.436 100 :3 

l.S ~ B 0.45 100 3 

1.3 ~ B 0,415 100 :5 

3.2 ~ B 0.471 100 3 

3.1 ~ B 0.501 100 :5 

3.4 ~ B 0 .501 100 :5 

2.3 ~ C 0513 lOO :5 

1.4 ~ B 0.625 100 :5 

2.5 ~ A 0.649 100 :5 

2.2 ~ A 0.785 100 2.5 

2.1 ~ A 0.195 ICO 2.5 

2.3 ~ A 0.813 100 :5 

4.1 ~ A 0.473 2.5 

4.2 ~ A 0 :5 

Rank order of vehicles eumined in reference 
(11) for immunity to rollover in u 

obstacle-avoidance mueuver 
FIGURES 



actually rolling through the additional angle 
needed for complete rollover. When the reliever 
margin is zero, the unit has rolied. over. The data 
show that. in response to a maneuver which 
produced a peak value of 0.15 G's of lat.eral ac
celeration at the tractor. the peak value of the load 
transfer ratio ranges from about 0.29 to complete 
rollover, with LTR::: 1.00 and RID == O. 

The point of presenting these data here is to 
illustrate the tremendous benefit that roll coupling 
provides for resisting a "dynamic rollover" 
response with multi-trailer combinations tn a 
rapid steering maneuver. The data show that vir
tually all of the A-trainS (Le., non-roll-coupled 
combinations) lie at the poor end of the perfor
mance spectrum, with the two triples combina
tions sufi'er'.ng L1R::: 1.0 due to complete liftoff at 
their rearmost trailers. While B-train doubles and 
lie-train" doubles (referring to combinations in 
which a roll-coupled dolly having a steerable dolly 
axle is employed. in place of a conventional A-dolly) 
show L TR values which stand well below {and thus 
better than) the performance exhibited by A
trains, it is interesting to note that the roH-coupled 
triples benefit from the fact that. with increasing 
number of units, the accumulated phase lag in the 
lateral acceleration response of the respective 
units along the train renders a very modest resul
tant roH moment at any given time in the 
maneuver, thus, even though a C-train triples 
combination will exhibi.t a substantial degree of 
rearward amplificatlon of lateral acceleration. the 
net outcome of this property. in terms of mer eased 
likelihood of rollover in dynamic maneuvers, is 
negligible. The only caveat that must be placed 
upon this finding is that the roll stiffuess of the 
connecting dolly elements must be rather high to 
ensure that large roll displacements are prevented 
during occasions of peak roll moment transmis
sion between trailers. The general observation is 
as follows: 

Multi-trailer combinations which are sttifly 
roU-coupled together will provide a high 
resistance to rol.lOl)er in transient steering 
maneuvers as a result of phase lags in the 
response of successive units. This 
characteristic resistance wt1.l increase with the 
number of roll -coupled units in the 
combination. 

INCREASED WHEELBASE ON TRAILING UNITS 

Research has shown that the length dimensions 
which establish the trailer wheelbases. the over
hang placement of pintle hitches. and the length 

of dolly drawbars are important in determ1n1ng the 
rearward amplification level of a combination 
vehicle. (1,2,3.6,7) ShownmFigure4,forexample, 
trailer lengths from 24 through 35 feet are seen to 
produce values of rearward amplification which 
cover the range from 2.3 to 1.6. respectively, in a 
5-axle A-train double. In these data, the variation 
in overall length directly influences the wheelbase 
of the trailers. with dolly drawbar and plntie over
hang dimensions remaining fixed. A general state
ment that can be drawn from the illustrated data 
and from basic analyses {3,7} 15 the following: 

Given the common layout of trailers used in 
general freight transportation. the rearward 
ampl(ftcatfDn level reduces strongly with an 
increase in the trailer wheelbase dimension. 

The influence of dolly drawbar length, on the other 
hand, shows a mixed picture of response sen
sitMty. Although it is possible to show that. in a 
given vehicle configuration. an increased drawbar 
length serves to reduce rearward ampliftcation, 
analysis (17) shows that the influence of drawbar 
length on this measure is not necessarily 
monotoruc. Moreover. the influence of drawbar 
length amplification cannot be readily generalized. 
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The distance from the cenier of L."1.e rear axle (or 
rear tandem) to the pintle hitch location, defined 
as the pintle overhang dimension. is known to 
1mpose a clear and monoionic influence on rear
ward amplification performance. Namely, 

An increase in the ptntle overhant;J dimension 
wiU categortcally produce an increase in 
rearward amplificattor!. 

By way of explanation, the pintle overhang dlmen
sion simply represents an extension of the lever 
arm with which the yaw motion of a trailer 
produces lateral displacement of the pint1e hitch. 
Since this lateral motion effectively "steers" the 
dolly which is coupled to the pintle hitch, increas
ing pintle overhang increases the steer input to the 
dolly and thus serves to increase amplification 
gain. (3) 

INCREASED LOADING 

\VhUe the addition of load to a heavy-duty vehicle 
obviously alters the value of inertial parameters, 
it also serves to alter the cornering properties of 
the tires. The load-related mechanism which ap
pears to have the most influence on rearward 
amplification involves the curved relationship be
tween tire cornering stiffness and vertical load. as 
illustrated in Figure 5. The net effect of this cur
vature property is that the tire exhibits a lower 
level of cornering stiffness. per pound of wheel 
load. when the overall tire load value is higher. 
Computations made in a study of 5-axle doubles 
combinations popular in the U,S. (8) show that a 
6% increase in Gross Combination Weight, Gew. 
results in an approximate 3% increase in rearward 
amplification. 

Since the influence of increased loading is predict
able because of the universality of the "curvature 
relationship" in the tire's cornering properties. it 
appears that the following generalization is war
ranted: 

Increases in the gross weight of a given 
multi-articulated truck combination will result 
in a modest increase in the rearward 
amplification level. 

OTHER INFLUENCES ON 
REARWARD AMPLIFICATION 

Research has shown that there are a number of 
additional operational variables which have a sig
nificant hnpact upon the rearward amplification 
behaViour of a given vehicle combination. 
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Prominent among these factors are the forward 
speed of the vehicle and the construction and 
treadwear condition of the installed tires. While 
the mention of such factors in a diSCUSSion of sjze 
and weight considerations may be somewhat 
tenuous. the mechanics are Cited here only for 
completeness and to aid those concerned with 
broad poliCies on the setting and enforcement of 
truck regulations. 

The forward speed of the vehicle is known to have 
a first-order influence on rearward amplification 
response.(l ,2,3) Data presented in reference 2 for 
a Michigan-style double tanker reveal a sensitivity 
of rearward amplification to velOCity, V (mph). that 
closely fits the linear relationship. 

Rearward Amplification = 0.06 V - 0.75 

For this strongly amplifying vehicle. a speed of 30 
mph is needed to attain a rearward amplification 
value above 1,0. Another analytical study of the 
speed sensitivity of doubles having trailer lengths 
from 20 through 40 feet reveals, also, that the 
amplification ratio does not exceed a value of 1.0 
until the vehicle speed has exceeded at least a 
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The influence of vertical load on the cornering 
stiffness parameter 

FIGURE 5 



value of30 mph.(1) Thus, iUs primarily at highway 
speeds that rearward amplification response 
reaches a level that is of concern for traffic safety. 
Ageneralizatlon that applies to most multi-articu
lated truck combinations is the following: 

Rearward amplifICation does not exceed unity 
at speeds below approximately 30 mph but 
rises with a first-order dependence upon 
speed in the range oJ speeds normally 
associated wtth highWay travel. 

One significant aspect of the dependence of rear
ward amplification upon travel speed Is the greater 
hazard which is imposed by speeding in the case 
of vehicles which exhibit inherently high levels of 
rearward amplification. Thus,jurisdictions aUow
ing vehicles having inherently high rearward 
amplification may be mcllned to rigidly enforce 
speed restrictions on such vehicles. 

In a similar vein, since the rearward amplification 
phenomenon is most excited by rapid steering 
activity such as may arise :in avoiding an obstacle, 
there is reason for concern with the operation of 
strongly amplifying vehicle types in dense. 
high-speed traffic. That is. the rearward 
amplification response tends to reach a peak when 
relatively high frequency steer inputs are 
applied--such as in steer'lllg quickly to avoid 
another vehicle or object. The experience of rear 
trailer roUover with Michigan-style double tankers 
(2) and truck/full-trailers in CalifOrnia (5) seems 
to establish that operation in dense traffic. 
especially with the conflicts posed by frequent 
merging movements on urban freeways. is an 
unfavorable application for vehicles ex:hibitL."1.g 
inherently high amplification levels. Although one 
could say that all types of safety hazards are 
reduced whenever a vehicle is removed from the 
conflicts of traffic. both L'le physics and the limited 
accident experience seem to support the following 
general observation: 

The peculiar sensitivity oJ the rearward 
amplification phenomenon to the higher range 
of steer input frequencies suggests that 
strongly amplifying vehicles will pose the 
greatest hazard in congested. high-speed. 
traffic. 

.An additional issue concerns the strong influence 
of tire type and state of treadwear on rearward 
amplification. It is clear that the nominal corner
ing stiffness level of the installed tires along the 
entire vehicle combination acts as an important 
determinant of the rearward amplification be-

haviour. Namely. as the cornering stiffness value 
rises, the rearward amplification level will decline 
sIgnificantly. Results of a linear analysis of vehicle 
response, for example, show that substitution of 
bias~ ply tires with radials in a conventiona15-axle. 
U.S.-style double will yield an approximate 300Al 
reduction in rearward amplification. (9) According
ly, changes in tire technology or usage. (for ex
ample, adoption of Wide-base singles in place of 
dual tire sets) should be studied so as to identify 
any possible reductions in cornering stiffness 
such as might degrade rearward amplification 
performance. 

SIGNIFICANCE FOR. TR.ANSPORTATION 
OFBULKHAZARDOUSMATERUUS 

Since the ultimate safety hazard posed by the 
rearward amplification phenomenon is rear trailer 
roliover. there is special cause for concern in the 
transportation of bulk hazardous materials in 
tank vehicles exhibiting a high level of rearward 
amplification. This concern is based upon the 
simple observation that reliover constitutes a 
highly aggreSSive accident event for a heavy-duty 
vehicle and is by far the most common type of 
highway incident in which bulk. tank vessels be
come ruptured. In a study of gasoline tanker 
accidents in Michigan over a two-year period, for 
example, 24 out of 25 accidents producing sig
nificant spillage of product from a bulk. tank in
volved a roliover accldent.(lO} Of course, this 
result simply reveals that most truck accidents 
involve colliSions with passenger cars and other 
objects such that the structural integrity of 
transport tanks is notjeopardlzed. Since roliover 
is the overwhelming aCCident type threatening 
release of hazardous substances, it follows that 
vehicles having high levels of rearward amplifica
tion should not be used in such transport applica
tions. 

Recognizing, further, that B-train configurations 
may exhibit moderate levels of rearward amplifica
tion but be highly resistant to dynamic roliover 
due to the roll-stiff coupling arrangement, the 
B-train layout is seen as especiaL"'y attractive for 
the transport of bulk hazardous materials in 
rather productive truck combinations. The B-train 
is also especially suited to tanker applications 
since such vehicles typically involve "married" 
combinations for which interchangeability of front 
and rear trailers is not an issue. 

The intuitively satisfying statement that follows 
from those observations is: 
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Vehf.ci.e confifJuratton.'? exhtbttin.g Cl re!ativefy 
high potential far roUover in rapid steertn.g 
mcmeuvers (and under steady turning 
conditions. jor that matter) are especta!iy 
undesirable for the transportatton of 
hazardous materials in bulk. 

The operation of differing types of vehicle con
figurations in low-speed turns poses a group of 
control issues concerning the space which is re
quired and the directional control of units having 
rather widely spread tandem axle groups. Al
though the mechaniSms which explain these 
respective phenomena differ greatly from one 
another, the issues are conveniently grouped by 
the fact that they all apply to low-speed operation 
in tight turns such as on intersections-at-grade. 
Four issues will be addressed as follows: 

(a) concernIng space requirements at 
intersections. 

the inboard paths of trailer wheels 
("low-speed offt...racking") 

the outboard-swinging traj ectery of the 
left -rear tip of a trailer in right -hand turns 
("swing -out") 

(b) concemlng directional control m tight turns 

tractor jackknife promoted by widely 
spread trailer tandem axles 

tractor plow-out promoted by widely 
spread tandem axles on tractor 

As will be shown, each of these response proper
ties Is influenced by dimensional and configura
tion features such as may become altered through 
size and weight regulations. 

GENERAL NATURE OF THE PROBLEM 
WITH LOW-SPEED OFFTRACKING 

When vehicles maneuver at low speed through 
relatively tight-radius turns, such as at highway 
intersections, the rear wheels of each trailing unit 
tend to track toward the inside of the curve in the 
well recognized process tenned "low-speed of
ftracking."(l2} Shown.in Figure 6 is an illustration 
of the paths of tractor and trailer wheels in a 
right-hand intersection turn. The represented 
vehicle is comprtsed of a 48-ft semitrailer, which 
is the current de-facto nonn in the U.S .. coupled 
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to a tractor having a short, 144-tnch, wheelbase. 
The tractor is shown to be fonowing a circular arc 
which places the outside edge of the left front 
stee:r1ng tire at a radius of 45 feet. The illustrated 
turn is shown with wheel paths laid over an ex
ample pavement-edge boundary which cor
responds to the common D.S. des1gn for rural 
highway intersections. per the 'WB-5O" design 
vehicle, as specified by the American Association 
for State Highway and Transportation Officials 
(AASHTO}.(13) 

This illustration clartfies the confllct which is ex
perienced with 48-ft semi trailers on much of the 
U.S. road system as a result of the low-speed 
offiracking phenomenon. Namely, either (a) the 
trailer tires tend to encroach beyond the pavement 
edge approximately 3/4 of the way through the 
turn. as shown, or (b) the truck driver. wishing to 
avoid such encroachment, steers closer to and 
perhaps slightly into the adj acent lanes carrying 
other traffic so that trailer tires cleat the tnside 
pavement edge. (14) Thus. the low-speed offuack
ing issue can be looked upon as one which poses 
a potential burden of roadside maintenance due 
to wheelpaths encroaching beyond the pavement 
edge, or one which poses some accident risk and, 
perhaps. impeded traffic flow due to operation at 
or across the roadway centerline. In elL~er case, 
the magnitude of the problem is indicated by a 
simple measurement of the peak value of offtrack
ing, defined as the maximum offset prevalling 
between tractor wheelpaths and trailer wheel
paths in an intersection turn. 

THE INFUJENCE OF UNIT WHEELBASE 

The magnitude of the low-speed off tracking 
response 1s known to depend prnnarily upon the 
summation of the squares of Llte wheelbases of all 
of the trailing units in the vehicle combina
tlon.(12.15} Although the transient offtracking 
process such as illustrated in Figure 6 cannot be 
conveniently characterized by an algebraic 
relationship, example offtracking results obtained 
through numerical integration techniques do 
readily illustrate the wheelbase sensitivity. Shown 
in F':\.gure 7, for example. the 1nfluence of trailer 
wheelbase on maximum low-speed offtracking is 
shown for both 5-axle U.S.-style doubles and a 
5-axle tractor-semttraller combination. These 
data represent the peak omracking exhibited in a 
turn which was produced when the outside edge 
of the left tire on the tractor's steering axle fonowed 
a 35-ft reference radiUS (Le .• the approxtmate path 
that a driver would follow in attempUng to 
negotiate the intersection without causing trailer 



tires to encroach the pavement edge}, Since the 
double incorporates two trailing elements, each at 
the indicated wheelbase values, the data for the 
double lie above that for the tractor semi-trailer. 

Noting the offtracking values for the most popular 
doubles and single combination vehicles in the 
U.S., it is instructive to consider the slope of the 
wheelbase senSitivities in the vicinity of these 
current "norms. e' The offtracking of the doubles 
combination increases at a rate of 0.85 ft per foot 
of Increased per-trailer wheelbase. while the 
offtracking of the sem!traUer combination 
increases at a rate of 0.6 et per foot of semitratler 
wheelbase. 

Recognizing that the total bed length available on 
the doubles combination increases two feet for 
each foot increase in the indicated wheelbase 
dimenSion, one could say that increases in bed 
length would be obtained at considerably less 
"cost." in terms of increased low-speed ofi'tracking. 
with the example doubles combination than with 
the single (assuming that increases in wheelbase 
follow increases in bed length, one-for-one). 
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It is also apparent that. since the 48-ft semttrailer 
(having a wheelbase of 40.5 feet) tends to com
pletely "use up" the space which was provided 
through the most common protocol used for inter
section design in the U.S .• (l4) the strong sen
sitivity of low-speed offtracking with further 
increases in wheelbase suggests that something of 
an impasse has been reached in the U .S. at the 
current time. 

A general observation that can be stated from the 
overall issue of length .sensitMtles is as follows: 

Incremental increases in trailer wheelbase 
produce a first-order increase in low-speed 
ojftrackmg. The rate of increase (feet of 
o.fft:racking per foot of wheelbase) rises with 
the absolute value of the wheelbase such that 
modem semftrai1ers having wheelbase values 
near 40feet produce approximately O. 6Jeet of 
additional offtracking at intersect'r.OnSjor each 
foot of additional wheelbase. 

Considering the relative contributions of tractor 
and semitrailerwheelbase dimensions to the over-
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all result in low~speed ofitracking, Figure 8 shows 
the lower significance of changes in tractor wheel~ 
base compared to changes in the wheelbase of a 
long (say. 48-ft) semitrailer. The figure shows 
results computed for a reference tractor semi
trailer combination which was represented with 
respective changes in the tractor-only and then 
trailer-only wheelbase. The corresponding general 
observation pertaining to tractor wheelbase is 
that: 

Incremental tncreases in tractor wheelbase 
produce a modest increase in low-speed 
oiftracking. The rate Dj increase (feet of 
oiftracking per additional foot oJ tractor 
wheelbase) is on the order oJ 0.35 ft/It Jor 
tandem axle tractors in common North 
American application. 

When equivalent~length trailers are employed in 
multi-trailer combinations tu A-,B-, and C-train 
configurations. small variations in low-speed of
ftracking performance can be typically observed. 
The contrast in performance between A- and s
trains derives from the fact that effective wheel
base of the lead trailer in a B-tram. is made longer 
than the corresponding trailer in an A-train. As 
shown for an example rig tn Figure 9, the center 
group of axles on the B-train is typically placed 
more aft such that requirements for proper load 
distribution are satisfied. It is also typical practice. 
however. to employ a somewhat larger kingpin 
setting dimension on the lead trailer to further 
unburden the center group of axles. In typical 
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Canadian vehicles. the net outcome of these two 
dimensional protocols is an increase in low-speed 
ofitracking due to the longer effective wheelbase of 
the lead trailer. For traHer lengths in the vicinity 
of27 ft. B-trains exhibit on the order of 4% greater 
low-speed offtracking than A-trains having the 
same basic distribution of axles. ( ill 

On the other hand, C-train configurations havL.'1g 
identical axle placements as corresponding A
train configurations exhibit on the order of 4% less 
low-speed offtracking than the A-train.(ll) This 
benefit derives from the fact that, with the dolly 
axle on C-trains steering toward the outside of the 
turn, the second trailer is towed from a more 
outboard radius than in an equivalent A-tmin. 
Thus. the C-train dolly acts effectively like a 
"stinger". providing an aft placement for the tow 
coupling between trailers. The particular improve
ment in offtracking that will denve in a specific 
case will depend upon the mechanical properties 
of the dolly steering system insofar as greater 
resistance to steering (such as needed for good 
dynamic behaviour) tends to reduce the stinger 
effect and to increase low-speed offtracking. The 
general statement that embodies the distinctions 
by coupling configuration is as follows: 

Because of characteristic dljJerences in 
placement oJ axles and. coupling points, A -,B-. 

4~--~-----------r----~----~-
la 
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15 

Influence of tractor and semitrailer wheelbase 
on peak low-speed offi:racking 
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and C-trafns show modest differences in 
low-speed ojftracktng, jar equivalent 
bed-length trailers. Relative to the 
corresponding A-train, B-trains exhibit 
somewhat greater, and C-trains show 
somewhat less, low-speed offtrackfng. 

Recognizing that the wheelbases of long semi
trailers cannot be extended significantly without 
excessive offtracking penalties, longer semitra1lers 
can be laid out with an extended bed overhang 
such that increases cubic capacity is obtained 
without a further increase in wheelbase. The ad
vent of semitrailers which may be operated with a 
large rear overhang presents the possibility that, 
in say a right-hand turn, the left rear corner of the 
trailer will tend to swing toward the left early in 
the maneuver. with the possibility of intruding 
momentarily into the adjacent traffic lane, as 
shown in Figure 10. To first order. the "swing-out" 
motion is related to the ratio of the two length 
dimensIons. AIL. where. 

A = distance from trailer kingpin to rear 
extremity of trailer 

L = trailer wheelbase (kingpin to cent er 
of trailer axle group) 

Using this nondimensional ratio, Figure 11 
presents the magnitude of the swing-out dimen
sion produced by selected examples of semftrailers 
which were 53 feet long and which were analyzed 
for the 45-ft reference turn assumed in the AASH
TO protocol for intersection desIgn. cited ear
lier.(l4) The results show that the swing-out 
excursion rises nonlinearly with the (AIL) value, 
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B-traln 
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mustration of effectively longer wheelbase of 

lead trailer in a B-train combination relative 
to that of an "equivalent" A-train 

FIGURE 9 

and can approach a value of one foot when (AIL) 
is in thevlc1nJ.ty of 1.5. It should be noted that AIL 
values of this magnitude, and greater, are feaSible 
through the use of sliding trailer bogie equipment 
which is popular for both balanCing load distribu
tion and for adjusting wheelbase to improve of
ftracking in tight maneuvering areas. Swing-out 
dimensions of apprOximately twice the indicated 
magnftudes can be obtained when the tractor is 
steered at is maximum "cramp angle" through a 
90-degree intersection maneuver. 

Clearly, the swing-out phenomenon poses a safety 
issue. That Is, with the truck driver ta) beginning 
P..is intersection maneuver rallier near to the left 
edge of his lane while Cb) putting his attention on 
tractor path and the inboard offiracking of right
side trailer wheels. the left rear corner of the trailer 
can swing across the centerline into the opposing 
traffic lane. The swing-out motion thus would 
occur without particular note by the truck driver. 
Further. the height of the typical trailer bed is such 
that the SWing-out motion would probably 
threaten contact with automobiles at the vul
nerable elevation of the windshield. 
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The general observation is: 

The outside rear corner qf a semttratJ.er may 
"swfng ouf' into the path qf opposing troJJk 
during intersectiDn turn maneuvers if the ratlD. 
AI L, is sufficiently large. SWing-out can reach 
a magnitude which approaches common 
intervehicular clearances when AIL 
approaches a value of approxtmat.ely 1,5. 

Another incidental safety consideration a.r1sing 
from the overhang which prevails on very long 
semitrailers when wheelbase must be constrained 
to get acceptable low speed offtracldng involves the 
rear undemde impact problem.(15} That is, the 
permanently-overhung rear end of the trailer con
stitutes a pe:rrnanent hazard for rear underrtde 
collisions by passenger cars. Accordingly. size and 
weight regulations se:rvtng to permit such trailers 
in hlghway service may need to address rear un
dernde protection lest this very lethal hazard is 
inadvertently made more prevalent on the high
way. (1 4) 

TRACTOR JACKKNIFE IN TIGHT-RADIUS 
TURN' ON A LOW-FRICTION SURFACE 

When a tractor-semiirailer combination executes 
a tight-radius. right-angle turn, the tandem axle 
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set on the trailer develops a yaw moment which 
resists the tumtng motion. The turn-resistive mo
ment developed by a trailer tandem is reacted by 
tire shear forces developed at the tractor tires. 
With the fifth wheel coupling located approx1matee 

ly over the tractor's rear suspension. it follows that 
the predommant reactive forces are developed at 
the tires on the tractor's rear we(s). If the demand 
for tractor rear tire forces is suIDc1ently high. given 
the prevailing level of tire/road friction. the tractor 
may experience a jackk.nife-type of loss~of -control 
partway through an interseetion turn. Even 
though this loss-of-control result would proceed 
rather slowly because of the low operatlngspeed, 
the resulting vehicle motions could imperil other 
traffic. 

Shown in Figure 12 is an illustration of the 
phenomenon described above. We see that equal 
and opposite lateral forces are developed at the 
trailer tires as a result of the slip angles developed 
when the spread trafler axles travel at zero speed 
about a common instantaneous center of rotation. 
It is straightforward to show that the lateral force. 
Fy5, which must be developed at the fifth wheel 

A spread ule set on at. semibailer produces 
lateral forces. Ft. in an intersection turn. 
thus developing la friction demand at the 

tractor tandem 
P'IGUU 12 



coupling in order to satisfy equilibrium under 
these conditions is described by the following 
relationship: 

Fy5 ::;: 2[Calpha I RI [d2 / LJ 

where 

Calpha ::;: sum of the cornering stiffness of all 
tires on a trailer axle 

R ::;: instantaneous radius of turn 

d ::;: half spread of a trailer 2 -axle tandem 

L ::;: trailer wheelbase (measured to the 
geometric center of the tandem) 

Thl.s relationship reveals that the ratio of the 
spread squared to the wheelbase of the trailer is 
the primary geometric determinant of the mag
nitude of the lateral force at the fifth wheel in a 
low-speed turn. In turn, the lateral force at the fifth 
wheel will be apprOximately equal to the total 
traction forces developed at the tractor rear axle(s) 
(assuming that the vehicle proceeds at constant 
speed through the maneuver). If we ratio the shear 
forces on the tractor rear tires to the verttcalload 
carrted on those tires, we obtain a simplified 
measure of the friction "demand" which is imposed 
for satisfactory completion of the maneuver. 

Plotting a set of such friction demand measures 
against the geometric term. (d2/L). Figure 13 
shows that the abscissa variable constitutes a 
good first-order predictor of the frictional require
ments posed by the tandem layout on a semi
trailer. While these results derive from simple 
cases in which each tractor rear and trailer axle 
carries nearly the same level of load. the (d2/L) 
predictor does adequately address the widely dif
fering arrangements of trailer axles which are 
shoV\rll. In cases involving tridem axle layouts, the 
(d) and (L) values in the abscissa Variable are 
established assuming that the effective wheelbase 
is measured to the cent er of the tridem {such that 
the center trl.dem axle does not contribute to 
generation of a turn-resistive moment}. Likewise, 
with the quad-a.~e trailer, the effective wheelbase 
is measured to the center of the quad, with "inner" 
and "outer" tandems. so to speak, acting at respec
tively differing values of (d). 

Recognizing that mu values in the vicinity of 0.15 
represent the nominal range of. say, snow-covered 
surfaces while 0.4. represents a quite poor, 

wetted, pavement. a generalization on the 
described sensitivity can be stated as follows: 

Trailers with widely spread axle 
arrangements tend to promote tractor 
Jackknife during tf.ght-radtu.s turning. Tractor 
Jackknife can develop during intersection 
turns: 

- on snowy pavement when (d2 / LJ :> 2 (ft.) 

- on poor wet pavement when (et I L) > 5 (ft.) 

Even beyond the binary context implied by the 
reachIng of a friction limit in these simple 
analyses, higher levels of (d2/L) imply steadily 
increasing risk - recog:nizing that additional fric
tion demands are also developed by the d..-tver's 
simultaneous application of throttle and. thus, the 
generation of drive thrust at the tractor's rear tires. 

TRACTOR PLOWOUT ON LOW MU 

Another peculiar anomaly which presents a con
trol problem on tight turns with low friction sur
face conditions involves tractors having a 
relatively wide-spread set of rear axles, given the 
overall wheelbase. Analysis of such vehicles has 
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shown (9) that the tractor's front tires will saturate 
in side force before the rear tires in a vehicle 
satisfYing the following inequality: 

{a I b} [d I (L=d}! > 1 

where: 

a::: distance from steering axle to the 
centroid of tractor axle loads 

b::: distance from center of tractor tandem 
to the centrold of tractor axle loads 

d:: half-spread dimension across the 
equivalent tractor tandem 

L::: tractor wheelbase (equal to a + b} 

Careful inspection of this expression will indicate 
that only a tractor with a rather unusually wide
spread tandem layout. given the wheelbase, will 
suffer the peculiar "front-first" saturation 
response. A simplified analysis indicates that 
when such a saturation condition does occur, the 
vehicle will. be limited in path radius. regardless of 
additional steer input. If this condition occurs 
while negotiating, say, an intersection turn. the 
tractor may proceed along a radius which results 
in excursions into the paths of other vehicles or 
pedestrians. In short, the condition does amount 
to loss of directional control. 

An example illustration of the minimum path radii 
which can be achieved. as a function of the 
tire/pavement friction level at which side force 
saturation will. occur, Is presented in Figure 14. 
These example results represent the demanding 
case in which a large value for the tandem spread 
dimension is coupled with a short-wheelbase 
vehicle having a strong rearward bias in loading. 
The figure shows that the minimum achievable 
path radiUS Iises as the friction level goes down. 
thus making 1t difficult to achieve a nonnal inter
section turn when the friction level is below ap
proximately O. 5. assuming worn radial-ply tires on 
the tandem axle wheel positions. Note that the 
tires installed on the rear axle pOSitions influence 
the m:!.nimum turn capability because they deter
mine, through their "cornering stiffness" property, 
the magnitude of yaw-resistive moment which is 
developed in a given-radius turn. These observa
tions support the following general statement: 

Tractors having a widely-spread tandem axle 
set and relatively short wheelbase may not 
respon.d to further steering beyond some 
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minimum radius turn. un.der low friction 
conditions. This problem worsens wtth wider 
spread, shorter wheelbase, and more 
rearward weight bias among the tractor axles. 

HIGH-SPEED OFFTRACKING 

While the trailers of articulated vehicle track in
board of the tractor during slow speed turns. the 
tracking relationships change as speed 1s in
creased. When such vehicles travel around a 
curved path at increasing speed. the inboard of
ftracking begins to diminish and actually becomes 
zero at some speed. At higher values of speed 
beyond this point. the trailer tires track to the 
outside of the path of the tractor tlres.(17) This 
outboard or "high-speed" offiracking phenomenon 
is thought to be of potential significance to traffic 
safety insofar as the potential exists for the rear of 
the trailer to strike an object on the outside ofthe 
curve or for trailer tires to encounter an outboard 
curb, thus tripping the vehicle and promoting 
roliover. 

The extent to which outboard offtracking occurs 
is dependent upon the basic low-speed off tracking 
response of the vehicle. given the turn radius. and 
certain additional properties which govern the 
outboard-tracking tendency with increased levels 
of lateral acceleration. Shown in Figure 15 is an 
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illustration of the process from inboard to out G 

board offtracking with increasing lateral accelera
tion for two example vehicle configurations, 
namely. a tractor with 48-ft semitrailer and an 
A-type doubles combination ha~..ng two 28-ft 
trailers. We see that the tractor semi-trailer, with 
its greater inboard offtracking at zero lateral ac
celeration (or speed) exhibits less high-speed of
ftracking at a given acceleration value than does 
the double. which experiences less zero-speed of
ftrackingbyvirtue ofits multiple articulations and 
short trailers. 

Analysis (18) has shown that the slope of the 
relationship between offtracking and lateral ac
celeration is determined solely by the overall 
length of the vehicle combination and the corner
ing stiffnesses of the installed tires, regardless of 
the number or type of articulationjolnts. This, in 
the figure, the longer doubles combination shows 
a somewhat steeper relationship than is apparent 
with the tractor-serr..itrailer. 

Listed below under the column labelled "steady 
state" are the net outboard offtracking responses 
exhibited by various vehicle configurations for the 
case of a steady 600-ft radius CUlve which is 
traversed at a speed of 55 mph. 

Table 1 - High-speed offtracking of 
selected truck combinations 

Vehicle 
OfCtracking. Ft 
Steady state 

Tractorw/48" Semi 0.52 
Turnpike A-DBL, 48' trailers 1.10 
Rcky Mtn. C-DBL. 

48'/28' (nom.) trailers 
Rcky Mtn. A-DBL. 

48'/28' (nom.) trailers 1.33 
B-train DBL, 

28' [nom.) trailers 
Conventional A-DBL, 

27' (nom.) trailers 1.43 
C-TIiple. 28' (nom.) trailers 
A-Triple 

28' (nom.) trailers 2.13 

"Dynamic" 

0.98 
1.49 

1.72 

2.24 

1.75 

2.79 
3.28 

5 .31 

In addition to the "steady-state" results which 
derive from a claSSical linear analysis of high
speed off tracking, the adjacent colunm presents 
the considerably larger values of dynamic high
speed offtracking which represent numerical com
putations of the peak overshoot in lateral 
excursion of the rearmost axle in a rapid obstacle
avoidance maneuver at 62.5 mph. Although based 
upon a more complex set of maneuvering 
dynamiCS, these results indicate that a transient 
overshoot in high-speed offtracking can occur in 

response to an abruptly applied steering 
input. ( 11) The results show that the A-train triple, 
with 27- or 28-ft trailers, is in a class by itself with 
regard to the extent of the dynamic lateral excur
sion. Also, B-train and C-train variations on a 
basic multi-trailer layout produce very substantial 
improvements in performance over the cor
responding A-trains listed here (primarily due to 
the same mechanisms as serve to improve rear
ward amplification). Insofar as the magnitudes of 
the dynamic values represent a conSiderable 
lateral dimension relative to spaces that may be 
available on the highway, it would appear that the 
dynamic rather than static aspects of high-speed 
offtracking may pose the most serious prospect for 
inadvertent collisions or curb-strikes at the edge 
ofthe traffic lane. 

It should be noted that all of the above vehicle 
configurations were conSidered to be operated 
with radial-ply tires which produce less high
speed off tracking. With bias-ply tires. the slope of 
the offtracking/lateral acceleration relationship 
for steady-state turning would be approximately 
twice that observed with radlals. such that the 
steady-state results shown here would approach 
twice the indicated magn1tudes. 
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Moreover, one can observe that the fundamental 
relationships govem.:1ng outboard offtracking sup
port the following general statement: 

At tn.creased levels of lateral acceleration, 
trailing axles tend to ojftrack to the outside in 
a steady turn. The outboard oIftracking 
response in a steady turn is maximized in 
vehicle combfna:tions which are A) relattvely 
long, overaU but. B) articulated at multiple 
joints such that individual trailer length is 
relatively short. 

The paths of trailer tires can be even further 
displaced from those DJ the tractor under 
transient steering conditions. The extent oJ 
transient overshoots in the paths Dj trailing 
axles are greatest with long A-trains 
comprised of many short trailers. 
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